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INTRODUCTION

The new ALEKS Student Module is available in Independent Use, K-12, Higher Education 
Math, and Higher Education Science for supported ALEKS classes. The Student Module 
provides an adaptive learning environment focused on guidance, transparency, engage-
ment, and motivation. Students will always know exactly what they should be working on 
in ALEKS. Students working in supported classes can use the new ALEKS Student Module; 
students working in classes not supported in the new Student Module will continue to use 
the classic Student Module. 

ALEKS Independent Use includes a Master Account, which is used to set up, administer, 
and view progress of its Student Account(s). For more information on using the Master 
Account, refer to the Master Account Reference Guide for ALEKS Independent Use. 

The New Student Module Reference Guide for ALEKS Independent Use provides an over-
view of the new Student Module and its features, including how to find each feature. This 
document is written for the Master Account holder and can be used to help students get 
started in ALEKS.

The new Student Module is optimized for desktops and tablets. Please refer to the ALEKS 
website for the current system requirements: http://www.aleks.com/support/system_require-
ments. In select Higher Education Math classes, ALEKS is accessible to visually-impaired 
students using an assistive listening system (JAWS screen reader technology). Students will 
need the following system requirements: Microsoft Windows 7+, JAWS 17, and Firefox 25+.  
For additional questions, please contact ALEKS Customer Support by visiting https://www.
aleks.com/support/form/. 

Video: Watch an overview of the new Student Module

https://www.aleks.com/video/K12_Exploring_New_SM 

http://www.aleks.com/support/system_requirements
http://www.aleks.com/support/system_requirements
https://www.aleks.com/support/form/
https://www.aleks.com/support/form/
https://www.aleks.com/video/K12_Exploring_New_SM
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FIRST TIME USE EXPERIENCE

After logging in to ALEKS for the first time, students take a guided tour that introduces ALEKS and gives an overview 
of how ALEKS works. Students then complete the ALEKS Tools Tutorial, take the Initial Knowledge Check and see their 
results, and finally, explore features on the homepage. Below are highlights of the First Time Use experience. 

INTRODUCTION TO ALEKS

The introduction gives a brief overview of ALEKS and how the system works. The Espanol toggle is available in the 
bottom-right corner for students who prefer to use ALEKS in Spanish. Selecting the toggle changes the language from 
English to Spanish. After the First Time Use, the toggle is located on the top-right corner of the homepage and most 
pages of the Student Module. Students can switch back to English or Spanish at any time by selecting the toggle. 

QUICK TIPS

ALEKS offers quick tips when students encounter certain features for the first time. Quick tips show the feature's location 
on the page and how it can be used. Students must select Next to acknowledge each quick tip before moving on. 
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TOOLS TUTORIAL

The Tools Tutorial is interactive and shows students how to enter their answers into ALEKS. The tutorial adapts to each 
ALEKS class and helps students practice using tools that will be found in their class.

Students can see their Tools Tutorial progress by viewing the status bar in the top-right corner.
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After completing the Tools Tutorial, students receive a congratulatory message. Selecting Continue brings them back to 
their homepage where they will be prompted to start their Initial Knowledge Check.

INITIAL KNOWLEDGE CHECK

Students are directed to take an Initial Knowledge Check, which asks around 30 questions. The Initial Knowledge Check 
determines which topics they know, which topics they don't know, and which topics they are Ready to Learn in the class 
they are working in. Once completed, the Initial Knowledge Check determines the unique knowledge state and sets the 
individualized learning path for each student. 
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First, students are presented with a series of animated introduction pages that provide best practices for taking the Initial 
Knowledge Check.

Next, students see a sample question of the Initial Knowledge Check with quick tips on using the I Don't Know and 
calculator buttons on the question page. (The calculator is available for certain questions.) Selecting Start Initial Knowl-
edge Check begins the Initial Knowledge Check. 

During the Initial Knowledge Check, students can see their progress in the status bar in the top-right corner of the 
screen. Students will not be told whether their answers to questions are correct or incorrect. 
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POST KNOWLEDGE CHECK RESULTS

After completing the Initial Knowledge Check, students see their results displayed in their ALEKS Pie, with quick tips describ-
ing how the pie works. Each pie slice is a grouping of similar topics; the whole pie encompasses each topic in the class. 

From the ALEKS Pie, students see the number of topics they mastered per slice and their overall mastery percent in the 
class based on their Initial Knowledge Check.
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Students move to the homepage where the ALEKS Pie from the Initial Knowledge Check is displayed. Quick tips de-
scribe how to access features on the homepage. For example, selecting a slice in the ALEKS Pie displays more informa-
tion about the slice, including the number of topics within that are Mastered, Learned, and Remaining. 

A toggle sets the default view to the Timeline or ALEKS Pie. The Timeline displays progress in Learning Mode and is a 
roadmap for students to understand how to achieve learning goals and reach class completion.
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HOMEPAGE

After completing the First Time Use experience, students land on their personal homepage, which provides information to 
help prioritize activities and displays their progress in Learning Mode. 

Below are some key areas of the homepage with the Timeline as the default view and an overview of each feature. For 
more detail, select any link to navigate to the applicable section of this guide. 

1 | Menu: Provides access to important features in ALEKS

2 |  ALEKS Logo: When visible, students can select the ALEKS 

Logo to return to their homepage

3 |  Progress Bar: Displays the overall number of topics Mastered, 

Learned, and Remaining in real-time

4 |  Notifications: Alerts students with real-time notifications 

such as new quizzes and messages

5 | Account Information: Displays students' account settings                               

     and links for Help and Logout

6 |  Next Knowledge Check Indicator: Displays a countdown to the 

next Knowledge Check 

7 |  Timeline/ALEKS Pie: Students can toggle their view between 

Timeline to see their progress in Learning Mode and ALEKS Pie 

to see their progress within each slice

8 |  Primary Guidance: Contains the primary call to action, which 

is to work on the learning path. It may also contain quizzes or 

Knowledge Checks students can begin, and shows students' 

overall progress in the class

9 |  Timeline Marker: Shows where students are on the Timeline

10 |  Assignments: Shows quizzes created by the Master Account
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HEADER BAR

The header bar provides access to the navigation Menu, displays the ALEKS class the student is working in, provides    
real-time class progress information, displays Message Center alerts and notifications, and provides access to the 
student’s account settings.

How to Find It: Located at the top of most pages in the new Student Module

ACCOUNT INFORMATION 

Students can access their account settings, view keyboard shortcuts (by selecting Help), and 
log out of ALEKS by selecting their name in the top-right corner.

SETTINGS

This section contains the option to show the English/Spanish toggle throughout ALEKS, email 
address and forwarding options, and High Contrast and Grayscale color settings. Students can 
also change their password here.

How to Find It: Open the list in the top-right corner by selecting the student's name | Select 
Settings 
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LOG OUT

Students can log out of their working session by selecting Logout. 

How to Find It: Open the list beside the student's name in the top-right corner by selecting the blue arrow | Select Logout

NOTIFICATIONS

The header bar displays an icon counting real-time notifications and messages from the Master Account. Students are 
alerted when there is a new notification. The number above the bell is the number of unread notifications. When the bell 
icon is selected, a list of chronological notifications, with the newest at the top, is displayed. After students view the new 
notification(s), the number disappears.

How to Find It: Located in the header bar at the top of most pages in the Student Module.

Below is an example of an alert with three unread notifications.

Notifications appear on the homepage or in Learning Mode. The notification appears in the top-right corner of the page 
the student is currently viewing. Notifications can be closed by selecting the X button.
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TIMELINE AND ALEKS PIE

There are two different view options for the homepage: Timeline or ALEKS Pie. Students can toggle between views and 
choose a default view by selecting either tab. This view will be displayed on their homepage each time they log into 
ALEKS. The view can be changed at any time.  

How to Find It: Located on the top-right corner of the homepage

Timeline               ALEKS Pie

TIMELINE

The Timeline is a visual tool that graphs students’ progress and growth over time. It helps students understand how to 
achieve learning goals and reach milestones. From the Timeline, students can view their recent activity in ALEKS. As 
students learn, master, and review topics, the Timeline is updated with real-time information.

How to Find It: Go to the homepage | Select the Timeline tab on the toggle in the top-right corner

Below are descriptions of key areas of the Timeline:

1 |  Students can select markers for more detail. For example, the 
green Knowledge Check marker displays how many topics 
were mastered on that Knowledge Check, the amount of 
time spent in the Knowledge Check, and the date/time it was 
completed.

2 |  Selecting the orange marker depicts the student's progress 
today, with details on topics the student has learned or re-
viewed and Knowledge Checks completed. 

3 |  The area below the Timeline shows quizzes created by the 
Master Account. It chronologically displays when quizzes 
start. Students can select the quiz name to view details. 
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ALEKS PIE

The ALEKS Pie displays the student's overall prog-
ress toward completion of the class. Topics of similar 
content are grouped into a pie slice.  Mastered, 
Learned, and Remaining topics are shown as different 
colors within each slice. Each pie slice is color-cod-
ed to align with class progress information shown in 
the list next to the ALEKS Pie. The darker color in a 
slice represents topics Mastered; the lighter color 
represents topics Learned, and the outer gray space 
without color represents the topics Remaining to be 
learned and mastered.

Class Progress Information

Students can view their real-time class progress information by selecting a pie slice. The area to the right is a legend 
that updates with the slice name and the number of topics in each category (Mastered, Learned, and Remaining) for the 
selected slice. The delineation reinforces that topics Learned in Learning Mode are not considered Mastered until reten-
tion is demonstrated in a Knowledge Check.

 ⊲ Mastered: The number of topics the student has demonstrated mastery of in the most recent Knowledge Check

 ⊲  Learned: The number of topics the student has practiced successfully in Learning Mode but has not yet been 
assessed on in a Knowledge Check

 ⊲ Remaining: The number of topics the student has left to learn

How to Find It: Go to the homepage | Select ALEKS Pie from the toggle in the top-right corner

The number in the center of the ALEKS Pie is the total topic progress, which is the number of topics the student has 
Mastered plus Learned. Selecting the center of the pie toggles back and forth between the number of total topic progress and 
the percentage of total topic progress. This toggle is available only on the student's homepage and reflects the total pie; it is not 
available by slice. 

TIMELINE DETAIL BUTTON

This view of the Timeline provides a more detailed 
full-screen view and longer date range than the Time-
line shown on the homepage. Students can filter their 
Timeline view by week or month.

How to Find It: Timeline Detail is located on the bot-
tom-right corner of the Timeline
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HOW TO NAVIGATE

There are two menus students can use to navigate the Student Module: The Primary Guidance Menu, found on the left 
side of the homepage, and the Navigation Menu, indicated on the top-left corner of the screen by this icon:

PRIMARY GUIDANCE MENU

This menu on the left side of the homepage is important because it navigates to the student's next task. Generally, the 
most important task for students is to continue in Learning Mode on their personalized learning path. Tasks in this menu are 
contextual to each student’s unique learning path and update according to priority, and may include quizzes or Knowl-
edge Checks. Students can navigate to the task by selecting the buttons in the Primary Guidance Menu.

When the primary task is to start or continue in Learning Mode, the Primary Guidance Menu is blue. When the primary 
task is to start or continue a Knowledge Check or quiz, the Primary Guidance Menu is green. 

How to Find It: Locate the blue or green navigation bar on the left side of the student’s homepage

The Primary Guidance Menu is broken down as follows:

1 |  UP NEXT : Buttons labeled START MY PATH or CONTINUE MY PATH direct students to Learning Mode where they will 
practice topics they are Ready to Learn. The GET STARTED/CONTINUE button begins or continues a quiz or Knowl-
edge Check when available.

2 |  WORKING TOWARD: This section displays the student's progress toward completing the class.
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LEARNING MODE

In Learning Mode, students practice and learn Ready 
to Learn topics in their personalized learning path and 
review previously Learned and Mastered topics. To 
enter Learning Mode, students can start their path from 
the Primary Guidance Menu. 

How to Find It: Go to the Primary Guidance Menu | Select 
START MY PATH or CONTINUE MY PATH

Alternate Navigation Route: Select the Menu in the top-
left corner | Select Learn

LEARNING PAGE

Before beginning a topic, students see a Learning Page that provides an example question for the topic and explains 
how to solve that question. Once they navigate beyond this initial Learning Page, they can easily generate another ques-
tion's explanation by selecting Explanation from a question page.

ALEKS offers quick tips when students encounter a Learning Page for the first time. The first question in the topic displays after 
the student selects Start.
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Example of a Question Page in Learning Mode

Below is an example of a question in Learning Mode, with key areas described. For more details, select any link to go to 
the applicable section in this guide.

1 | Slice Name: The pie slice containing the topic the   
    student is working in

2 | Topic Name: The topic the student is working in

3 |  Topic Carousel Tab: Opens/closes the Topic Carousel 
where the student can choose other topics to work on

4 |  Underlined Mathematical Terms: Navigate to the 
ALEKS Dictionary when selected. The student can select 
any term to view it's complete definition

5 |  Progress Indicator: Displays immediate feedback 
messages and a counter to show how many correct 
answers the student needs to complete the topic

6 |  Explanation: Provides an explanation of how to solve the 
current question and displays the correct answer. Using 
this button does not count against the student

7 |  Check: Once the student has input their final answer, se-
lecting Check submits and checks their answer
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Resources Available on Question Pages and Explanation Pages

For help on a question, students have access to learning resources that appear on the right side of the question and 
Explanation pages. Students may be able to access the ALEKS Dictionary or Personal Tutor videos, depending on the 
ALEKS class they use and the topic they are working on. Below is an example showing a resource (a Personal Tutor 
video) available on a question page in Learning Mode. Selecting a resource icon opens a pop-up with more details about 
the resource. Note: Personal Tutor videos are available only in K-12 classes. 

Message Master Account: In Learning Mode, students can send a message to the Master Account holder by selecting the 
envelope icon. 

PROGRESS INDICATOR

When students input their final answer to a question in Learning Mode and select Check, they immediately see how they 
performed. The progress indicator in the top-right corner displays messages and a counter to show when questions are 
answered correctly or incorrectly.

How the Progress Indicator Works

Progress within a topic is based on a point system. ALEKS considers a topic Learned when the students achieve a total 
of five points in that topic. To help students visualize how they are making progress toward completing a topic, the bars 
in the progress indicator update in real time to represent how many questions students need to answer correctly before 
the topic is considered Learned. Students receive one point added for each correct answer and one point subtracted 
for each incorrect answer. If two questions in a row are answered correctly without using the Explanation Page, double 
credit (two points) is received. The number of points will not go below zero. Once a topic is Learned, students move to 
the next topic in the carousel. 
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The progress indicator bars are dynamic and change colors. Bars are shaded 
in green based on the number of points achieved after a correct answer. The 
goal is for students to have a fully green-shaded progress indicator:

The progress indicator changes in an array of colors and moves from yellow to orange, and finally, to red with each incorrect attempt.

For certain topics, students may see a progress indicator containing three bars instead 
of five. ALEKS adjusts the progress bars based on students' knowledge of the topic.

Below are examples to demonstrate how the progress indicator responds in certain 
scenarios.

Scenario #1: Student Answers an Entire Topic Correctly

1st Attempt 
The student receives the first question in the topic. The student answers correctly. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The message “Excellent! Keep going…” is displayed by the progress indicator to motivate students

 ⊲ The first bar on the progress indicator fills in with the color green

 ⊲ “+1” point is displayed by the progress indicator

 ⊲ “Correct” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The “Next” button moves the student to a new question in the current topic

2nd Attempt

The student answers the question correctly without selecting Explanation. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The message “2 in a row! Double credit!” is displayed by the progress indicator to congratulate the student

 ⊲ The next two bars on the progress indicator fill in with the color green

 ⊲ “+2” points is displayed by the progress indicator

 ⊲ “Correct” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The “Next” button moves the student to a new question in the current topic
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3rd Attempt 
The student answers the question correctly without selecting Explanation. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The message “3 in a row!” is displayed by the progress indicator to congratulate the student

 ⊲ The final two bars on the progress indicator fill in with the color green

 ⊲ “+2” points is displayed by the progress indicator

 ⊲ "Correct" is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The “Next” button moves the student to a Celebration Page. From the Celebration Page, the student can continue to  
the next topic in the Topic Carousel. More detail on Celebration Pages can be found in the next section of this guide 
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Scenario #2: Student Answers an Entire Topic Incorrectly

1st Attempt 
The student attempts the first question and answers incorrectly. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The message “Try again…” is displayed by the progress indicator

 ⊲ “Try Again” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The student has a chance to check their work and make a second attempt at answering the first question

 ⊲ The “Check” button is replaced with “Re-Check”
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2nd Attempt 
The student answers incorrectly. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The progress indicator turns yellow

 ⊲ “Incorrect. Try reading the explanation first, then continue.” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The Explanation Page for the current question is shown

 ⊲   Selecting "Continue" takes the student to a new question in the current topic. This occurs whenever the student 
makes two incorrect attempts at the same question
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3rd Attempt 
The student receives a new question for this topic. The student answers incorrectly. The following events occur:

 ⊲ The message “Try again…” is displayed by the progress indicator

 ⊲ “Try Again” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The student has another attempt at the same question in the current topic

 ⊲ The “Check” button is replaced with “Re-Check”
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4th Attempt 
The student answers incorrectly. The following events occur: 

 ⊲ The progress indicator turns orange

 ⊲ “Incorrect. Try reading the explanation first, then continue.” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The Explanation Page for the current question is shown

 ⊲  Selecting "Continue" takes the student to a new question in the current topic
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5th Attempt 
The student receives a new question for the topic. The student answers incorrectly. The following events occur:

 ⊲ The progress indicator turns red

 ⊲ “Let’s Take a Break. Your answer is incorrect.” is displayed on the page

 ⊲ The correct answer is presented on the page

 ⊲  The “Work on Something Else” button directs the student to take a break from the current topic he/she is struggling 
with and try a new one. The current topic is moved to the end of the Topic Carousel and the student starts on the 
next topic
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Scenario #3: Student Answers a Topic with a Combination of Correct and Incorrect Answers

Below are examples of the progress indicator when points are added or subtracted from the total points received. 

One point is added for each question answered correctly. Double credit (two points) is added when two questions in a 
row are answered correctly without selecting Explanation. 

One point is subtracted from the point total when a question is answered incorrectly.
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EXPLANATION PAGE

Students can view a detailed explanation of how to solve any question they encounter in Learning Mode by selecting 
Explanation from the question page. Blue underlined words within the explanation link to the ALEKS Dictionary. 

TOPIC CAROUSEL 

In Learning Mode, students can access the Topic Carousel by selecting the downward arrow tab (              ).Topics are 
sorted from easiest to hardest, so students first work on topics they are most likely to learn. Each topic has its own card 
containing the slice name, the topic name, and attributes (if any). The Topic Carousel shows three cards at a time and is 
easy to scroll through by using the scroll bar or back/forward arrows. ALEKS offers quick tips when students encounter 
the Topic Carousel for the first time. 

How to Find It: Go to Learning Mode | Select the Topic Carousel downward arrow tab
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Below are descriptions of key areas of the Topic Carousel. For more detail, select any link to navigate to the applicable 
section of this guide.  

1 | Menu: Students can navigate to the homepage or other    
    pages in the Student Module

2 |  Ready to Learn/Pie Slice Drop-Down Menu: Displays 
students' progress in each pie slice and filters available 
topics by specific pie slices

3 | Slice Name

4 |  Progress Indicator: Shows how much progress the 
student has made in that topic and matches the topic's  
progress indicator in Learning Mode

5 | Topic Name

6 |  Tags: Topics are tagged to display attributes (if any). e.g., 
Video, Needs More Practice 

7 | Topic Carousel Tab: Opens/closes the Topic Carousel

8 |  Number of Topics: Displays the number of topics that 
are loaded in the Topic Carousel

9 |  Topic Carousel Filter: Opens a filter menu to allow 
students to sort or filter the Topic Carousel by tags
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HOW TO SWITCH TOPICS

Students can switch topics at any time by selecting a new topic card in the Topic Carousel. After selecting a card, a 
sample question is available for preview in the bottom half of the window. Students can begin working on the new topic 
by selecting Start from the Learning Page.

Switching from a partially-learned topic to a different topic will not cause students to lose their work. ALEKS remembers 
the progress made on the topic and the next time they return to that topic, they will resume where they left off.

TOPIC CAROUSEL FILTER

The Topic Carousel filter can reorder topics in the carousel and filter topics by specific attributes, such as Video or Needs 
More Practice. Students can also enter words to search for topics by name. Topics are tagged to display attributes (if 
any). Below is an example of a topic that is tagged with attributes.

How to Find It: Go to Learning Mode | Select Filters in the top-right corner

By default, the Topic Carousel is sorted from the easiest Ready to Learn topics to the hardest. However, if students prefer 
to work on Ready to Learn topics in order of pie slice, they can use the filter to reorder the Topic Carousel by selecting 
Pie Slice. Note: The Sort By setting is saved until a change is made, so when the filter default settings are modified, they 
will remain that way until the student resets or updates the filter or logs out of ALEKS. 
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REVIEW FILTER

By default, the Topic Carousel displays Ready to Learn topics that remain for the student to learn. However, students can 
review previously Learned and Mastered topics by using the filter to load the Topic Carousel with review topics. Topics in 
the Review Mode are sorted from hardest to easiest, so topics the student is least likely to retain in an upcoming Knowl-
edge Check are displayed first. 

How to Find It: Go to Learning Mode | Select Filters | Select Review

Alternate Navigation Route: Select the Menu in the top-left corner | Select Review
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CELEBRATION PAGES

When students learn a topic, learn several topics in a row, or learn all the topics in a pie slice, ALEKS acknowledges their 
accomplishments by displaying congratulatory messages. 

Below are some examples of Celebration Pages.

Topic Learned

Learning Streak (Multiple Topics Learned)
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Pie Slice Completed
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KNOWLEDGE CHECK

ALEKS periodically prompts students to take Progress Knowledge Checks, which ask approximately 20-25 questions, to 
monitor learning retention and confirm mastery of topics learned. Progress Knowledge Checks will automatically occur 
when students have made certain progress in Learning Mode. Typically, once students have learned at least 20 topics 
and spent at least five hours in Learning Mode since their last Knowledge Check, a Progress Knowledge Check will 
occur. 

NEXT KNOWLEDGE CHECK INDICATOR AND NOTIFICATION

The Knowledge Check Indicator is available on the homepage, to the left of the Timeline/ALEKS Pie toggle. This indicator 
shows students when their next Progress Knowledge Check will occur so they can anticipate the upcoming Knowledge 
Check and be prepared. Selecting the icon (             ) expands a box displaying information about the Knowledge Check, 
including the number of topics that must be learned and the amount of time that must be spent in Learning Mode before 
the next Knowledge Check triggers.

When it's time for a Knowledge Check, a notification appears on the homepage. Once the Knowledge Check triggers, 
Students have up to 24 hours to start the Knowledge Check. During the 24 hours, students can start the Knowledge 
Check, continue working in their learning path, or review previously learned and mastered topics. To prepare for the 
Knowledge Check, students see a suggestion to review previously learned topics. Note that the 24 hours begins count-
ing down as soon as the Knowledge Check becomes available and does not pause if the student logs out of ALEKS.

Note: The Master Account holder has the option to request a Knowledge Check for the 
student at any point. When the Master Account holder has requested a Knowledge Check for 
the student, the student will be prompted to start that Knowledge Check immediately upon 
the next login. The student will not have a 24-hour period to work on other topics or review. 
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REVIEW FOR KNOWLEDGE CHECK

Students can review previously learned topics in the Review Mode by selecting Review for Knowledge Check from the 
Primary Guidance menu.

In Review Mode, students will begin practicing previously learned topics, which they may be assessed on in the upcom-
ing Knowledge Check. 

STARTING A KNOWLEDGE CHECK

Students can begin a Knowledge Check from the Primary Guidance Menu by 
selecting START KNOWLEDGE CHECK.

If the 24-hour period has not expired, students can also choose to review by 
selecting Review for Knowledge Check, or continue to work on topics in their 
learning path by selecting Continue Class Progress. 
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If students are working in Learning Mode when a Knowledge Check becomes available, they can start the Knowledge 
Check by selecting Start Knowledge Check. They can also select Return to Homepage if they prefer to start later.

Below is an example of a question in a Knowledge Check. 

TOPICS LOST IN KNOWLEDGE CHECK

After completing a Knowledge Check, students may gain or lose topics from their Mastered count. Both outcomes are 
normal as the Knowledge Check measures learning retention, and students may not immediately retain each topic they 
learn. The status (Mastered, Learned, or Remaining) of each topic in the class is updated after a Knowledge Check to 
reflect students' current knowledge state. Previously learned topics students retain in the Knowledge Check become 
Mastered. Previously learned topics not retained in the Knowledge Check are tagged as Needs More Practice. In 
general, after a Knowledge Check ALEKS automatically loads the Needs More Practice topics in the beginning of the 
Topic Carousel to help students immediately re-learn them the next time they enter Learning Mode.
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After completing a Knowledge Check, students see a screen displaying their updated ALEKS Pie and the count of topics 
they've mastered or need more practice with. 

REVIEW TOPICS LOST IN KNOWLEDGE CHECK (NEEDS MORE PRACTICE TOPICS)

Needs More Practice Filter

To practice and re-learn topics that were lost in a Knowledge Check, students can use the Needs More Practice filter in 
Learning Mode. 

How to Find It: From the Topic Carousel, select Filters | Select Needs More Practice
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Needs More Practice Sample Questions

From the Reports dashboard, students can view the Needs More Practice tile for a list of topics they need more practice 
with. (More information on the Reports dashboard can be found in the next section of this guide.) Selecting a topic dis-
plays a pop-up with a sample question for the topic. 

How to Find It: From the Reports Dashboard, locate the Needs More Practice tile | Select any topic or select View Prog-
ress Detail for the complete list of Needs More Practice topics
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NAVIGATION MENU

The Navigation Menu in the top-left corner provides access to key areas of the new Student Module.

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | The menu slides open to display menu options | Close the menu by 
selecting the X or selecting the menu icon again

Home

When the menu is open, students can return to their homepage by selecting 
Home.

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Home

The ALEKS Logo

Students can also select the ALEKS logo, when visible, to navigate back to the homepage. 

How to Find It:  Located on the top-left corner | Select the ALEKS logo 
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Assignments

Students can view all current, upcoming, and past quizzes in the Assignments list. They can view scores of past quizzes, 
start dates and times for upcoming quizzes, and the time allowed for each quiz. Quizzes are sorted by due date, but 
columns are not sortable. Note: students must select View Upcoming in order to view upcoming quizzes. The table will 
show current and past quizzes automatically.  

Students can select the name of a current quiz to begin taking it. 

How to Find It: Select the navigation Menu in the top-left corner | Select Assignments

More information on Assignments can be found in the next section of this guide.

 

Worksheet

Students can generate printable worksheets of practice questions by selecting Worksheet in the menu, then selecting New 
ALEKS Worksheet. They can also re-generate a past worksheet by selecting the download icon: 

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Worksheet
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Example of an ALEKS Worksheet:

Reports

The Reports link in the menu navigates to the Reports dashboard, which displays snapshots of important student learn-
ing data. The dashboard shows up to two pages with up to six dynamic tiles per page. From each dashboard tile, stu-
dents can navigate to a full, detailed report regarding the information shown in that tile.

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Reports | To view a full, detailed report, select View Full 
Report on the applicable tile from the Reports dashboard

The tiles can be moved around on the page and placed in order of importance by selecting the tiles icon             in the 
top-right corner of each tile and dropping it into a new position on the page or onto the second page. 

Below are examples of the tiles on the Reports dashboard.
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ALEKS Pie Report 

This report shows the student's class progress broken down by the topics that are Ready to Learn, Mastered, and 
Learned in each pie slice. The ALEKS Pie Report and other full reports can be downloaded as a PDF by selecting the 
downloads icon in the top-right corner of the full report.

How to Find It: From the Reports dashboard, locate the ALEKS Pie tile | Select View Full Report | for PDF select 

Ready to Learn, Learned, and Mastered category headings can be expanded to display the complete list of topics in that 
category for the student. Students can select any topic name to generate a sample question for that topic. 

The drop-down menu at the top of the report displays progress in Knowledge Checks. Students can use this drop-down 
to track how they have performed across all Knowledge Checks they have completed in their class.
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Progress Report

Students can see their progress on Knowledge Checks and in Learning Mode. 

How to Find It: From the Reports dashboard, locate the Progress History tile | Select View All

Selecting Legend on the top-right side of the report 
opens a pop-up legend that explains the meaning of 
the colors in the progress bars. Each bar represents a 
Knowledge Check the student completed and depicts 
topics mastered on that Knowledge Check and topics 
learned in Learning Mode after that Knowledge Check. 
The bars are displayed chronologically with the most 
recent Knowledge Check's bar shown first. 

All Classes Tab

If students have previously worked in a different ALEKS class, selecting the All Classes tab will display Knowledge Check and 
Learning Mode progress for past classes leading up to the current class. In the example below, the student previously worked 
in Algebra 1 and is currently working in Algebra 2. 
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Time and Topic Report

This report helps students understand the progress they've made in ALEKS each day, including a daily breakdown of 
time spent in ALEKS. The view can be adjusted to weekly or monthly.  

How to Find It: From the Reports dashboard, locate the This Week’s Activity tile | Select View Full Report

1 |  Hovering over any day's bar shows students' total time 
spent in ALEKS and the count of learned topics vs. 
attempted topics that day

2 |  Students can select a bar to see the Learning Se-
quence Log, which shows the sequence of actions they 
took in each topic they attempted. The exact questions 
practiced and the answers entered can be viewed from 
this log 

3 |  Selecting the magnifying glass icon (        ) shows the 
student’s answer and the correct answer
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Standards Report (available in select ALEKS classes)

Students can view this report to see their percentage progress by strand and sub-strand according to their state's stan-
dards or Common Core State Standards (if adopted by the state). 

How to Find It: From the Reports dashboard, locate the Standards tile | Select View Detail 

Message Center

Students and Master Account holders can use the ALEKS Message Center to send and receive messages and to contact 
ALEKS Customer Support. 

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Message Center
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Alternate Navigation Route: In Learning Mode, students can send a message to their Master Account holder by selecting the 
envelope icon. When students send a message from within Learning Mode, the question they are working on will automatically 
be attached to the message. 

Dictionary

Students can search the ALEKS Dictionary for definitions of terms relevant to their class. 

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Dictionary
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QuickTables 

QuickTables is a special tool in ALEKS for learning the math facts: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
Master Account holders can enable QuickTables in the Master Account.

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select QuickTables | Select the + sign | Select a math table to prac-
tice

The first time students select a math table to practice, they complete an interactive tutorial and assessment. The tuto-
rial explains how to input numbers, and the assessment determines their current knowledge of the facts in the table. 
Students then see a color-coded fact table in which colors correspond to their mastery level with each fact. As students 
practice, learn, and retain additional facts in the table, the colors will update accordingly.
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ASSIGNMENTS

The Master Account can optionally create Assignments (quizzes) for the 
student. The Primary Guidance menu allows the student to start or continue 
quizzes as they become available. 

ASSIGNMENT INTRODUCTION PAGES

Before beginning a quiz, students see an introduction that displays details 
such as the name of the quiz, the number of questions, and the time limit. 

When students begin their first quiz in ALEKS, quick tips explain how to navigate between the questions and submit the 
quiz. 

SUBMITTING ASSIGNMENTS

After students submit their quiz, a confirmation page displays their score.
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ASSIGNMENT DETAILS

Students can view all current, upcoming, and past quizzes from the Assignments list that is also accessible from the 
menu. 

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Assignments

ASSIGNMENT REPORTS

There are three ways students can view their Assignment Report to see how they performed on past quizzes: The 
Assignment confirmation page, the Assignments list, and the Assignments tile on the Reports dashboard.

Assignment Confirmation Page

After submitting an quiz, students can go 
directly to the quiz report by selecting Report 
from the confirmation page.

How to Find It: After submitting a quiz, select 
Report from the confirmation page. 

Below is an example of a quiz report.
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Viewing Reports from the Assignments Tile/Assignment List

How to Find It: Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Reports | Select View Detail from the Assignments tile

Alternate Navigation Route:  Select the menu in the top-left corner | Select Assignments | Locate the quiz in the list | 
Select the percentage in that quiz's Score column.
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CERTIFICATES OF ACHIEVEMENT

When the student reaches class completion, a special celebration page is displayed indicating the student has complet-
ed the class. The student also receives a certificate in the ALEKS Message Center that they can view and print. 
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CLASS COMPLETION

After the student learns all topics in the class and completes a final Knowledge Check, the ALEKS Pie will be completely 
filled in. 

The homepage shows that zero topics remain and displays a congratulatory message to indicate that the student has 
completed the class. From the homepage, the student can choose to review mastered topics.
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ACCESSIBIL ITY 

Students working in supported Higher Education Math classes may use a screen reader with their ALEKS class. To use 
a screen reader with ALEKS, students need the following system requirements: Microsoft Windows 7+, JAWS 17, and 
Firefox 25+.  

For students with screen reader accessibility enabled, ALEKS will, for the most part, function the same way as it does for 
students that do not have screen reader accessibility enabled, with a few differences. Screen reader accessibility can be 
enabled in the Master Account.  

If the Master Account setting specifies that the student is visually impaired and requires a screen reader, the student will 
only encounter topics that are fully accessible by screen reader. Features that are not yet accessible in the new Student 
Module (Dictionary, Worksheets, Message Center, Calculator, Spanish Toggle) will be removed for this student. 

If the Master Account setting specifies that the student has some visual impairment and may require a screen reader, that 
student will encounter both accessible and non-accessible topics. The student will be warned with an onscreen message 
to seek sighted assistance when a non-accessible topic is encountered. The features that are not yet accessible in the 
new Student Module (Dictionary, Worksheets, Message Center, Calculator, and Spanish Toggle) will be removed for this 
student. 

Onscreen Message for Non-Accessible Topics

The features that have been removed are typically found in the navigation menu of the Student Module, as well as the 
Learning Page and question pages of topics. 

Navigation Menu for Student with Accessibility                                      Navigation  Menu for Student without Accessibility
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Learning Page for Student with Accessibility

Learning Page for Student without Accessibility

Question Page for Student with Accessibility

Question Page for Student without Accessibility 
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ALEKS KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

ALEKS keyboard shortcuts are available to assist students as they navigate the Answer Editor and tools needed to input 
answers. These ALEKS keyboard shortcuts along with common JAWS shortcuts can be found on each question page by 
selecting the Help button. 

How to Find It: Select the ? icon in the toolbox

Alternate Navigation:  Open the menu under the account name in the top-right corner by selecting the student's name | 
Select Help

HIGH CONTRAST AND GRAYSCALE COLOR SETTINGS

Two optional color settings can be enabled for all ALEKS classes supported in the new Student Module.  These settings 
are available to all students from their account settings, regardless if accessibility settings have been enabled in the 
Master Account. 

 1 | Increase Contrast: Changes the screen to use high contrast colors (e.g., green, blue, white) to
     conform with specific ratios specified by WCAG AA 

 2 | Grayscale: Changes objects on the screen to shades of gray, black, and white. The grayscale
     display setting is an alternate high contrast / low contrast setting for accessibility. The grayscale
                 display setting works on all supported browsers except Internet Explorer 11
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Increase Contrast

Below are examples of what the screen looks like when the High Contrast color setting is off (default setting) vs. on.

Off

On
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Grayscale

Below are examples of what the screen looks like when the Grayscale color setting is off (default setting) vs. on.

Off

On
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